LIMITED

Suppliers and stockists for minitube quality sheaths and
insemination guns which are carried on the van or can be
posted out to farm.

Introducing the tried and tested 'Quick Lock Classic' insemination
gun from the leading German company 'minitube'. This simple
proven design does away with the use of a polo, it will work with
standard split or un-split sheaths & fits 0.25 or 0.5 straw sizes.
Priced at £32-00 plus VAT, postage and packing extra.
Cattle Genie also supply the minitube standard split sheaths for use
with the Quick Lock gun or any standard split sheath gun.
Priced at £5-75 plus VAT for 50 pack or £102-00 plus VAT for a
1,000 box contains 20 x 50 packs, postage and packing extra.

Full arm length five fingers
disposable gloves for A.I. and
investigation use.
Proven in the field these quality
gloves are supplied in packs of
50 pieces and priced at just
£3-95 + VAT postage extra

Bib and Brace sizes M~L~XL~XXL £28-00

+ VAT

Postage and packing extra.

Water proof breathable light weight
bib and brace with press stud ankle
fasteners for inside or outside of
rubber boots. Zip pocket for phone,
Note book medicine etc.

We can offer Jenquip pasture measuring equipment from
the basic manual plate meter to the full loaded blue tooth
and Agrinet compatible wireless models.
Both the hand held and trailed versions are available with
the specification to meet your platforms needs.
Our preferred stockist will ship direct and provides full
parts back up and a six month warranty, terms and
conditions apply.
Above is the EC 20 Handley 'G'
app from Jenquip priced at
£825.00 +VAT and carriage

JENQUIP
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Above is the RPM (Rapid Plate Meter) 20 available at £2,880.00
+ VAT and carriage, all plate meters have a six month warranty
as standard.

